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"Mania Is it an emotional disorder? " Qin ruoqing has worked with Qi Tiancai, and she
knows a little about the terminology of related diseases.

Qi Tiancai nodded shallowly:

"well, some people can react at that time when they are faced with a blow, but some
people, like falling into a dream, need a period of time before they wake up. After they
wake up, they know what happened. When they realize that they have really lost their
ability, they can't bear the blow, and there will be a certain degree of stress reaction,
Some people are depressed, some are manic, some are afraid. It depends on the
individual. "

"As much as you care, it's a big blow, isn't it?" Qin ruoqing consults Qi Tiancai. She
needs to know everything about Musi Li in order to relieve her inner pain and
understand his behavior so as not to hurt herself.

"Electrotherapy has been clinically proved to be very effective. Do you want to discuss
with Mr. mu? Emotional disorder may usually be accompanied by a lifetime, or you
will have to endure for two or three years, and gradually survive by yourself." Qi
Tiancai proposes the way.

Qin ruoqing is not blind to Uncle Mu's situation. He is just like a robot, indifferent to
everything and calm. He is always calm, neither sad nor happy, neither sad nor angry.

Does mousse want to be like that?

The summer vacation of students comes slowly, and the hot summer comes again in
the cycle of spring, summer, autumn and winter.

Because of the heat, most of the students choose to stay at home.

In such an opportunity, after a long time of preparation, Qianqiu entertainment
established a public relations team including Lin Ze and their business division.

The micro film went online quietly. Because of the impact, it attracted a large number
of Internet users' attention and forwarding. After just a few days of fermentation, all
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the famous bloggers forwarded it one after another. Without Qianqiu entertainment to
find out the deep meaning of the micro film, the smart marketing numbers attached
their own analysis to the point.

[remember the explosion accident nearly two years ago? This micro movie, it seems, is
the truth. ]

……

[Hello, I'm Lin Ze. The script that I co wrote with Zhuo Tian and Wenguang has been
made into a micro film. I hope you can give me a fair evaluation. In addition, after
nearly two years of treatment, we have recovered 90%, and the remaining 10% are
external eye injuries and internal injuries. ]

with his newly registered microblog account, Lin Ze published his first blog post.
Subsequently, more and more messages and attention were left on his account, and his
microblog authentication was approved by himself.

Campus turtle: [WOW! Linze! Don't use the previous account? ]

Xiaotiantian: [Lin Ze! I saw the micro movie! I just have one question! Did you not
send the termination statement issued by your old account? ]

[re @ Xiaotiantian: I didn't send it. The old account number is under the unified
management of Letian entertainment. ]

……

The simple reply ignited the discussion of public opinion, and the accusation against
Lota entertainment spread in the hot search lists for a time.

[Wu Liang Le Tian! Good luck! ]

[Letian closed down! Close down! Close down! ]

……

The public relations department of Letian captured the relevant information for the
first time. The internal emergency meeting just went on, and the public opinion has
formed a siege.

Tian Huarong's face was black and smelly, thumping the table in the conference room:

"you bastards! It's so late! What's the usage? It's all rubbish



Public relations department people dare not out of the atmosphere, silence suppresses
people's minds, Tian Huarong's secretary a face of iron blue rushed into the meeting
room.

"Tian, Mr. Tian, that, that, the stock market, K fell 1%!"

Hearing the news, Tian Huarong's face smelled worse. When the stock market was in
crisis, he was not in the mood to continue to scold the public relations department. He
rushed to his office with his secretary to check the changes of Letian stock.

Bai nianxi sits quietly in the office, and the staff come in and go out, reporting the
situation to her.

"Mr. Bai, Letian began to decline."

"Mr. Bai, the click through rate of micro movies has exceeded 100 million."

"Mr. Bai, the opening song and ending song of the micro film are also on the hot
search, and the names of Lin Ze, Zhuo Tian and Wen Guang are also on the hot
search."

……

The event is developing in the direction that Bai nianxi wants.

Before Letian thought of a way to fight back, Bai nianxi had a forehand strategy.

"Ask the legal department to submit an electronic notice to Lota." Bai nianxi tells the
secretary.

"Notice letter? Not a lawyer's letter? " The secretary was surprised at the sound.

"Well, in the name of Qianqiu legal department, submit the electronic notice." Bai
nianxi repeat.

[notice: Letian entertainment, Tian Huarong, general manager, hello. At present, Lin
Ze and other three people have successfully recovered and come back with the launch
of micro film. Qianqiu entertainment is very pleased. In this long time, the three young
people have worked hard to recover and recover for their own dreams. At the same
time, the three parties have suffered a lot in this long time Before the three young
people decide to continue their dream, they just need you to publicly apologize to them.
If they refuse to apologize, they will spare no effort to pursue their dream and pursue
their justice. Signed, Qianqiu group, legal department. ]After reading the notice letter,



Tian Huarong's seven tricks are full of smoke. If he can't control his mood, the tablet
in his hand will be broken by him.

"Threaten me, don't you? Return the notification letter to the Ministry of justice? Ha ha
Tian Hua's face flushed with anger.

Secretary on one side of the atmosphere dare not gasp: "Mr. Tian, now public opinion
has seriously affected the stock market..."

"Mr. Tian! New Kang group sent a notice! Please check it! " The head of the public
relations department pushed the door and disappeared from Tian Huarong's face.

"New Kang's coming to join in the fun?" Tian Huarong's heart make complaints about
him.

[Lota entertainment, general manager Tian Huarong, Hello, new Conrad group is very
interested in your Lota entertainment, and has a large stake in it ]

"pa!"

Tian Huarong didn't finish reading the notice, so he smashed the tablet to the ground in
anger.

"Speak jargon to me! You think I'm a clown? " Tian Huarong's heart accelerated
violently.

Holding a large number of shares and then selling a large number of shares are the
usual tactics to attack the stock market. Once a malicious attack is encountered and
there is no large amount of money to rescue the market, the company's stock market
will go up and down like a roller coaster, or even worse, it will go down to the end by
jumping off a building.

Tian Huarong closed his eyes tightly and tried to calm down.

He can understand that Qianqiu group and Xinkang group are working together to
press forward step by step. They don't give him any breathing space and opportunities
to find countermeasures at all. They force him to comply with what they want.
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